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• 
There are several inassurecies in your brochure announcing Mirk Lane's boo1540'I respectfully sell to your attention with the request that you sorriest them in the printed book. 

Ia Mr. Lane's statement he says of the Ill report that he is the first to quote it. be implies ha is the first to do so in print. Roth are incorrect. Tom will find it ww.pwie  105 ()fay privately-printed book IBSTERASR: TRX REPORT ON TER ROM MOM. This book was oeeploted in aid-Pebrany 1065. the first, limited edition appeared misiesmaissegmkgitad in August of that peer and the revised edition wee in the bands of the printer immige0O6 the month Mr. Lane claims that he *discovered" lime the report had been declassified. 

Actually, no one was first to gists this report, for it was "leaked" to the press. My receipt for photocopying is dated the mouth before Mr. Lases "discovery", my book more than a year earlier. And I was not the one who "discovered" the report had been declassified. 

Hugh Trevor -Roper's statement that Mr. Lane is "the" advocate is likewise not correct. His exact words at the end of his introduction are,"...the advocate for the other side mist be heard. That edveeete is MX. Lena." Without doubt Mr. Lane is ,g advocate for "the other-nide!, although I titer it is less than precise to suggest the other side is but a belated defense of Oswald. Nor do I believe Mi. Lana should suffer because he was the one wbo received an income from his advo-cacy, the one who had a staff end sommittee working for him. He, like I ma, is but one among a number. I prefer to believe the motivation of most of us is broader than the defense of the murdered *wearied, that it is the defense of the damooratic society. 

May I also suggest en unfairness I do not believe the eminent historian intends in singling out the Chairmen, "rho never failed" to attend the meetings of the Commission and saying "It is deer the bulk of the lepik fell upon the Chairman"? This points the finger of blame and responsibility litho Chairman, where in my . belief at least it should not point, and is inaccurate in that the "bulk of the work" fell on t 	etaMe4F-tt+OC",--7"-"-44`4$1.4A- ,-,Areca./V-sr...G...." 

tf one may invoke history against a historian, I say history will fault Mr. Trevor-Roper for singling out the Committed= and its *bairns' and virtually ignoring the staff, Allah inait traditionally ariddiatostwalw always does "the bulk of the work" in such inquiries. 

I do hope you will find it possible to say otherwise in the book than you do in its blurb, for this is one of the meat serious subjects in our national history. is should be looking for neither betray nor goats. 

Sincerely yours, 

Harold Weisberg 


